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Welcome to another edition of SAWMA Matters! Our annual symposium is 

in 6 weeks’ time and before even sending out the programme there are 

already about 100 delegates registered for the event. Looking forward to 

meet new members and seeing some of the older familiar faces again. It is 

great to see so many students supporting our symposium and also joining 

as members. Our special edition on Carnivores is also close to ready for 

online publication.  I hope you enjoy the newsletter and thank you for the 

contributions to this issue.  - Editor 

 

SAWMA Symposium 2015 

6-10 September 2015 
Horseshoe Inn, Kimberley 

Host: Northern Cape Department of Environment and Nature Conservation (DENC) 

 
 

Invited speakers include: 
Dr Andrew Jenkins, Mr. Wiaan van der Linde, Dr Gus Mills and a forth speaker needs to 
confirm attendance. 
 
On Wednesday, 9 September, following the formal SAWMA presentations, The SA 
Hunters and Game Conservation Association is hosting and sponsoring a special session: 
Responsible wildlife management: Bridging the Divide, bringing together science and 
practice. Local game farmers and other interested parties are welcome to attend this 
session which will offer time for discussion afterwards. 

The programme will be ready in the next few days. Keep a look out on the website and/or 

your inbox. Due to the number of contributions of papers it was decided to shorten the 

presentation slots to accommodate all the accepted topics. 
 

ONLINE REGISTRATION AT: http://www.sawma.co.za/sym_registration_2015.php 

 

ENQUIRIES: 
elma@mweb.co.za 
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SAWMA Membership fees 2015: 
Invoices for membership fees for 2015 were emailed to all paying members of SAWMA in 
May. Thanks for your prompt responses! Please let me know if you did not receive your 
invoice and I will resend it. 
  
Local individual members:  R390-00/year 
Fulltime Student members (Local): R200-00/year (see announcement below) 
Fulltime Student members (Foreign): R390-00/year (see announcement below) 
Pensioners:    R200-00/year 
Foreign individual members:  USD 108-00/year 
Local Institutional Subscribers:  R720-00/year 
Foreign Institutional Subscribers: USD 205-00/year 
 
Please remember to use your surname/invoice as reference and email proof of 
payment to elma@mweb.co.za – it makes tracking payments easier. 
 

 

Welcome new SAWMA members 

 
The following new members have joined SAWMA recently: 
 
Olga Kupika: PhD student at School of Wildlife Ecology and Conservation of Chinhoyi University.  

Ray Molomo: Mochudi, Botswana. 

Nkabeng Thato Maruping-Mzileni: DTech student at Tshwane University of Technology. 

Nicolette van Brakel: Managing Director at Field Guides Association of South Africa. 

Michelle Moeller: Windhoek, Namibia. 

Carl Pohl: Dept. Zoology and Entomology, Free State University. 

Andrew Taylor: Endangered Wildlife Trust. 

 

Full time students (excluding post- docs) have the option to register as free student members who 
receive all SAWMA news circulars and get online access to the African Journal of Wildlife Research. 
This option is valid for one year and should be renewed annually by providing proof of student 
registration records. A number of students have already made use of this option and recently the 
following students joined the SAWMA community:   
 
Solomon Ojelade, Emily Kudze (University of Venda); Lindi Hendricks (University of South Africa); 

Philip Jordaan, Chantelle van Heerden (Tshwane University of Technology);Lushka Labuschagne, 

Corné Niemandt,  Yonela Jafta, Andrea Webster, Nittya Simard, Calvin Griffiths, Mmatsawela 

Ramahlo, Paul Allin, Axel Hunnicutt, Sinalo Malindie (University of Pretoria);Susanna Cornelius 

(University of the North); Moreangels Mbizah (University of Oxford); Mathew Lewis, Zoe Woodgate, 

Kyle Lloyd (University of Cape Town); Renelle Terblanche, Wehncke van der Merwe (University of 

Stellenbosch); Courtney Marneweck (University of KwaZulu-Natal);Christopher Tonkin,  Iain Olivier 

(Cape Peninsula University of Technology); Matthew Lindenberg (Grand Valley State University, 

USA);Tshifhiwa Mphephu, Tikita Botha; Bronwyn Joan Richardson (Nelson Mandela Metropolitan 

University); Ross Pitman (University of KwaZulu-Natal) 

Interested in 
becoming a formal 

part of the 
SAWMA 

Community?  
Feel free to contact 

Elma Marais  
elma@mweb.co.za  

 
Or visit our website 

at 
http://www.sawma

.co.za 
 

 

 

mailto:elma@mweb.co.za
mailto:elma@mweb.co.za
http://www.sawma.co.za/
http://www.sawma.co.za/


 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
  

SAWMA members pay tribute to Neil Fairall 
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On Monday 25

th
 May 2015 one of SAWMA’s honorary members, Dr 

Neil Fairall sadly passed away.  
 
He played a prominent role in SAWMA in the earlier years and 
almost continually served on the SAWMA Council over the first 25 
years since the inception of the Association: In 1970 he was 
elected as one of the first council members of the newly established 
Southern African Wildlife Management Association. He was 
Honorary Secretary in 1976-1977, Vice-President in 1979-1980, 
President in 1980-1981, and Scientific Editor for South African 
Journal of Wildlife Research from 1981-1986. His involvement in 
SAWMA management did not end there - In 1991 he was re-
elected as vice-president and was president for the second time in 
1993-1994.  He also reviewed many manuscripts for our journal 
South African Journal of Wildlife Research over the years even 
after he retired.  
 

With his involvement with the Association since the beginning he played an important role in providing continuity in 
the management of the association, always reminding everyone of the original goals of the association.  

 
A quick overview on his career in conservation: Before completing his BSc degree Neil started working in 1960 
as technical assistant at Shingwedzi in the Kruger National Park. In the same year he got married to his late wife, 
Thea. After graduating he was appointed as biologist at Skukuza. Here he did research on impala and elephants. At 
the time he also became involved with game capturing. 
 
In 1970 he was appointed as Head of Research, with the then Department of Nature Conservation of the Cape 
Provincial Administration. In 1977 he joined the Mammal Research Institute of the University of Pretoria as 
researcher where he focused mainly on elephants in Sabie Sand and Pilansberg. Due to an interest developed in 
the Cape, he also worked on dassies in the Karoo.  After another seven years and obtaining a PhD degree, he 
decided to move back to the Research component of Cape Nature Conservation where he worked for many years 
until 1995 when he decided to resign from the public service. From 1996 he was appointed as co-ordinator of a part-
time Honours course at the Forestry Faculty of Stellenbosch and in the beginning of the new millennium, his last 
contract appointment was at the Conservation Ecology Research Unit where his life was once again “dominated by 
students and elephants”. He continued after that as private consultant. 
 
He will be remembered by many of his colleagues in conservation and in the academic field with much respect and 
fondness. Our condolences to his children and grandchildren for their sad loss.  
 
In a recent news circular SAWMA members were asked to share their special memories of him. It was touching to 
read them all they are copied here in memory of Neil:  
 
Butch Smuts: “Thank you for the opportunity to share a few words about Neil Fairall with your readers. I was deeply 
saddened to hear of Neil’s death on 25 May 2015. Although I have hardly seen Neil since we served together on the 
board of SAWMA he has always occupied a very special place in my heart.  
  
When I went to Kruger Park in 1969 as a young student of zebra ecology Neil was the resident Assistant Biologist at 
Skukuza. He was busy with his impala research and we spent many memorable hours together discussing aspects 
of wildlife research and management. In addition to being a great help and inspiration to me during my introduction 
to Kruger Park, Neil was also just a normal guy. One trip I remember vividly was a midsummer excursion to 
Shingwidzi in the north. With no fans, the heat and mosquitoes made sleeping difficult. Neil, however, knew how to 
deal with this and while I lay awake for hours he snored contentedly under a sheet with his briefs over his head! 
  
When Neil left Kruger in 1970 I was fortunate enough to be offered his post. Thank you Neil for the job that changed 
my life, for being a friend, colleague and dedicated scientist. God speed – we will all miss you.” 
 
Edward Bam: “I am indeed sorry to hear of Neil Fairell’s passing. I was at university with him and remember him as a 
dedicated student and a quiet person.” 
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Dick Carr: “Neil was my supervisor for two of the years that I worked as a research assistant at the MRI and I got 
to know him well - one of the best scientists that I ever had the honour of assisting.” 
 
Drummond Densham: “He was a great person, and scientist.” 
 
Andre Coetzee:”Sad news indeed. I grew up in Kruger (Shingwedzi in those days) and Neil and my dad worked 
together on some of the northern rivers. Please send my condolences to the family.” 
 
Michael Somers: “Very sad to hear from SAWMA that Dr Neil Fairall passed away. He was fun and an inspiration 
for many, including me when I was a young lad. Condolences to his family. He was always supportive, 
encouraging and kind. One of the reasons I started with SAWMA 23 years ago!” 
 
Christo Marais: “I met Neil Fairall around 1987, maybe early 1988.  I soon realized that I was dealing with 
someone who did not shy away from disagreeing with your point of view and on top of it he called a spade a 
spade.  I have to admit for the first few months I felt quite intimidated by Neil but then I got to know him better.  At 
the time I was quite opinionated and I think Neil is one of those people that taught me ‘to think what I say and not 
necessarily say what I think.’ 
 
His best trait in my view though, was his mentoring skills.  I wonder if there is any student or junior colleague who 
worked under Neil who did not like him despite him being highly critical at times.  Very soon after I got to know him 
I realised that he never criticized the person but also either the person's view or approach to dealing with an issue. 
That made me actively seeking his inputs to projects that I worked on. If I differed from him on something and did 
not take his advice on it, I was never concerned about asking him again for his advice afterwards, as he never held 
it against you.  I remember one night during the 1st ever SAWMA Conference I ever attended at the then 
University of Port Elizabeth, now Nelson Mandela Metropolitan University:  I can't even remember what we argued 
about, but at around 01:00 in the morning he threw his arms in the air and said (maybe shouted): ‘I'll never be able 
to get into your head and convince you anyway, I'm going to bed’, he turned around and walked off to bed. 
 
The greatest impact that Neil had on my career though was during a 15 minute meeting I had with him at what was 
then the Forestry Faculty at Stellenbosch University, sometime during 1995/96.  I was busy working on a Masters 
thesis in Nature Conservation looking at the economics of invasive alien plants in the mountain catchment areas of 
the Western Cape. He closed the door behind us and said, ‘Christo I think you should apply for an upgrade to a 
PhD’.  Initially I was a bit stunned and did not even realize that I could apply for an upgrade.  I never even thought 
of a PhD as a possibility!  He warned me though that if I didn't make it I would not be able to use the data for a 
Masters degree - there is no such thing as a downgrade.  I discussed his suggestion with two of my three 
supervisors, the late Jerry Eckert (sadly he also passed away at the end of May this year) and Berty van 
Hensbergen.  They both warned me about the risks but said they will support it if I do decide to apply.  I paid Neil 
another visit and it simply made me more certain that I should take the plunge and apply.   
 
I will never be able to fully quantify the impact of those 15 minutes with Neil Fairall on my career.  If that impact 
was the only he ever had on a young scientist it would have made his career a success.  I know however that he 
had that kind of impact on many more people that have gone through his hands.  I will forever be thankful to him 
for the impact he had on my career.” 
 
It was a privilege to have known Neil and I will always be thankful to him for his wisdom and help in the years when 
I started as secretariat of SAWMA. It was reassuring to be able to count on his memory and insight due to the 
many years of commitment to the association. – Editor. 

SAWMA members pay tribute to Neil Fairall 
 

SAWMA Facebook page: Thank you to everyone who posts on this page and makes the page 
live.  We have however needed to put some guidelines in place for posting: SAWMA is 
“involved with the science and management of wildlife and other renewable natural resources 
including wildlife research, conservation science, ecology, genetics, animal science”.   

Please do not post petitions, beautiful wildlife photos, any form of commercial advert (game for sale, shirts, 
etc.), pro/anti-hunting or trade lobbies, etc.  Please feel free to share any research papers you have published, 
and anything relevant to wildlife management and conservation. Join the SAWMA Facebook group at: 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/88830115458/.   

 



 
 

Special Carnivore Issue 
The Special edition on carnivores will be published soon. However, this issue will not be 
available in printed format and the SAWMA member login codes will be required to view 
the full-text of the articles. 
 

 Volume 45 number 3 
The third issue of African Journal of Wildlife Research will be published in 
October/November and will be available in both printed and online format. 
 

New Impact factor 
Thomson Reuters has just released the 2015 edition of their Journal Citation Reports® 
(JCR) using 2014 Web of Science™ data. Among other statistics, JCR provides journal 
Impact Factors and subject category rankings for indexed titles. The current impact factor 
for the South African Journal of Wildlife research has improved from 0.711 to 0.946. 
 

Stats from BioOne Publishers’ Report: 2014 Most Accessed Articles 

According to the recent annual report from BioOne Publishers, one of the online 
publishers of our journal, the following list details the 10 articles from SAJWR that were 
most accessed by BioOne users during 2014: 
 
Rapid Growth Rates of Lion (Panthera leo) Populations in Small, Fenced Reserves in South 
Africa: A Management Dilemma. Susan M. Miller, Paul J. Funston. (Vol. 44, No. 1, 
April 2014) (1,261 hits) 
 
Reintroduction Failure of Captive-Bred Oribi (Ourebia ourebi).Rebecca Grey-Ross, Colleen T. 
Downs, Kevin Kirkman. (Vol. 39, No. 1, April 2009) (756 hits) 
 
The Influence of Large Predators on the Feeding Ecology of Two African Mesocarnivores: The 
Black-Backed Jackal and the Brown Hyaena. Richard W. Yarnell, W. Louis Phipps, 
Luke P. Burgess, Joseph A. Ellis, Stephen W.R. Harrison, Steve Dell, Dougal MacTavish, 
Lynne M. MacTavish, Dawn M. Scott. (Vol. 43, No. 2, October 2013) (734 hits) 
 
Temporal Partitioning of Activity in Large African Carnivores: Tests of Multiple Hypotheses 
Matt W. Hayward, Rob Slotow. (Vol. 39, No. 2, October 2009) (691 hits) 
 
Foraging and Habitat Specialization by Female Leopards (Panthera pardus) in the Waterberg 
Mountains of South Africa. Ross T. Pitman, Petrus J. Kilian, Paul 
M. Ramsay, Lourens H. Swanepoel. (Vol. 43, No. 2, October 2013) (653 hits) 
 
Managing Charismatic Carnivores in Small Areas: Large Felids in South Africa. Sam M. 
Ferreira, Markus Hofmeyr. (Vol. 44, No. 1, April 2014) (620 hits) 
 
Managing Local Overabundance of Elephants through the Supply of Game Meat: The Case of 
Savé Valley Conservancy, Zimbabwe. (Sébastien Le Bel, Fiona Stansfield, 
Mike La Grange, Russell Taylor. (Vol. 43, No. 2, October 2013) (607 hits) 
 
Elephant (Loxodonta africana) Demography and Behaviour in the Tarangire-Manyara 
Ecosystem, Tanzania. John Kioko, Emily Zink, Maggie Sawdy, Christian Kiffner. (Vol. 43, No. 
1, April 2013) (580 hits) 
 
Structure and Composition of Ankarafa Forest, Sahamalaza-Iles Radama National Park, 
Madagascar: Implications for the Frugivorous Endemic Blue-Eyed Black Lemur (Eulemur 
flavifrons). M. Sylviane N. Volampeno, Guy Randriatahina, Colleen T. Downs. (Vol. 43, No. 2, 
October 2013) (573 hits) 
 
The Structure and Function of Giraffe Jugular Vein Valves. Graham Mitchell, Sybrand J. van 
Sittert, John D. Skinner. (Vol. 39, No. 2, October 2009) (557 hits) 

  
 

. 
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Login codes for 

online journal 
At present there are 
three links to the 
online journal from the 
SAWMA website: 
www.sawma.co.za  : 
 
Latest issues of the 
AJWR will take you to 
the following link: 
http://reference.sabine
t.co.za/sa_epublicatio

 (login to view n/wild2
full text) 
 
Latest issues of the 
SAJWR will take you 
to the following link: 
http://reference.sabine
t.co.za/sa_epublicatio

 (login to view n/wild1
full text) 
 
Open Access 
Content SAJWR will 
take you to all articles 
published longer than 
24 months ago: 
http://reference.sabine
t.co.za/sa_epublicatio

 (no login n/wild
required) 
 
Paid up members can 
acquire the login 
codes from the 
SAWMA secretariat 
at:  elma@mweb.co.za
 
Please submit your 
articles for possible 
publication at: 
http://www.editorialma
nager.com/sawma/def

 ault.aspx

http://www.sawma.co.za/
http://reference.sabinet.co.za/sa_epublication/wild2
http://reference.sabinet.co.za/sa_epublication/wild2
http://reference.sabinet.co.za/sa_epublication/wild2
http://reference.sabinet.co.za/sa_epublication/wild1
http://reference.sabinet.co.za/sa_epublication/wild1
http://reference.sabinet.co.za/sa_epublication/wild1
http://reference.sabinet.co.za/sa_epublication/wild
http://reference.sabinet.co.za/sa_epublication/wild
http://reference.sabinet.co.za/sa_epublication/wild
mailto:elma@mweb.co.za
http://www.editorialmanager.com/sawma/default.aspx
http://www.editorialmanager.com/sawma/default.aspx
http://www.editorialmanager.com/sawma/default.aspx
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Thicket Forum 2015: 

 
Theme: Past, Present and Future of Thicket 
Dates: Tuesday 29 September to Thursday 1 
October 2015 
Venue: Ibhayi Town Lodge, Walmer, Port Elizabeth 
 
Further information about the Forum, including 
themes, fees and registration, is available on the 
thicket forum website: www.thicketforum.org.za. 
 

The 6th Annual Diamond Route Research 

Conference  
 
Venue: De Beers Headquarters in Ormonde, 
Johannesburg 
Dates:  20 & 21 October 2015. 
 
For more information visit www.diamondroute.com. 
Or please email Duncan MacFadyen at  
Duncan.MacFadyen@eoson.co.za 
For more information. 

 

Australasian Wildlife Management Society 

Conference: 23-26 November 2015 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
VENUE: Mercure Hotel, Perth WA   

 
THEME: Wildlife Management in a Changing Environment 

 
As part of our agreement with AWMS, SAWMA members get 
AWMS member registration rates should they wish to attend the 
conference.  Head to http://www.awms.org.au/conference to 
download information. Registrations are already open, so if there 
are any SAWMA members who wish to register, you just need to fill 
the registration form in and then enter the discount code; the price 
will then be recalculated to membership rates.  The discount code 
is SAWMA2015. 

 

 
Symposium of Contemporary Conservation Practice: - 2 to 6 November 2015, Howick, KwaZulu-Natal 
This symposium to be held at Fern Hill Conference Centre offers a platform for the conservation community to 
share and explore issues and recent developments in the science and practice of conservation, and in 
understanding and communicating the value of biodiversity to society. It seeks to identify solutions to critical 
issues and to impact policy in order to enhance conservation efforts – in Africa and beyond. It also aims to 
promote partnerships between government agencies, conservation authorities, non-governmental organisations, 
legal practitioners, communicators and other relevant professionals and stakeholders, to address the 
contemporary conservation challenges of our world. 
 
For any queries, contact Freyni or Erica: secretariat@conservationsymposium.com; +27 (0)49 842 4335 or +27 
(0)83 256 7202 
 

Flock to the Science Lab in Kruger!  
The 3rd biennial LAB (Learn About Birds) conference will take place on 10 and 11 March 2016 at Skukuza in the 
Kruger National Park.  LAB is co-organised by BirdLife South Africa and the Percy FitzPatrick Institute of African 
Ornithology, with a special emphasis on showcasing cutting-edge research. A variety of presentations, including 
talks by legendary ornithologists and conservationists, will ensure an interesting and exciting learning experience 
focused on the latest in ornithology and bird conservation. A parallel programme of SCIENCE LAB (focused on 
scientific presentations) and LAYMAN’s LAB (popular lectures) will be offered. Drs Ian Whyte and Alan Kemp, two 
of the foremost authorities on Kruger’s birds, will present keynote addresses at LAB. 
 
BirdLife South Africa has negotiated special discounted rates on a variety of accommodation types at Skukuza for 
4 nights, from 9-13 March 2016.  For more information on LAB, or to make a booking, please visit 
http://www.birdlife.org.za/events/flock/flock-in-kruger-2016  
 
 

Awesome pelagic birding opportunity 
 

BirdLife SA is organising a unique 5 day cruise along the continental shelf from Cape 
Town and back for optimum seabird spotting. These waters have produced some of the 
rarest seabirds on the South Africa list. With top seabird guides on deck and a variety of 
on-board talks by leading seabird experts, this promises to be an unforgettable trip. For 
more information about prices, deck layout, programme of events etc., 
visithttp://www.birdlife.org.za/ev…/flock/flock-at-sea-again-2017 

Upcoming Events: 
 

http://www.awms.org.au/conference
mailto:secretariat@conservationsymposium.com
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Observations during a visit to Serengeti  

By Dr Gerhard Nortjé  

An important life lesson I have learned early in my life is that one should never 
stop dreaming. Dreams may just come true and it is almost like having goals in 
your life. It gives direction and hope in one's life. One of my dreams recently 
came true when I got the opportunity to visit the Serengeti National Park in 
Tanzania. 

Everything one reads and sees of the Serengeti is true. This is the Kruger 
National Park, only on a much larger scale, without fences and telephone lines. 
One easily sees hundreds of thousands of wildebeest on a game drive of three 
hours (Plate 1). The section of the park that I visited, I would describe as 
grassland savanna - vast grasslands, dotted here and there with thorn trees 
(Plate 2) and granite inselbergs (Plate 3). 

The soils in the Serengeti are characterized by extremely unstable 'Solonetz' soils 
in the valley floors - the Estcourt soil form in South Africa. The gigantic prisms are 
striking (Plate 4). These soils are naturally extremely susceptible to degradation 
due human activities, such as overgrazing by Masai cattle (Plate 5) and off-road 
driving (Plate 6). Apparently, the large migratory herds of wildebeest are not the 
cause of the overgrazing problems. They migrate in a circle pattern, thus causing 
a typical pressure grazing scenario - non- selective pressure grazing for a very 
short time, followed by long enough recovery time. Selective grazing by Masai 
cattle causes the problem. 

I was invited by a major eco-tourism company operating in East Africa, including 
the Serengeti National Park. The purpose of my visit was twofold: 1) to give 
advice on sustainable soil and land management, with particular attention to, 'off -
road driving' and 2) to initiate relevant trials with regard to the rehabilitation of 
degraded land and vegetation. Holiday and game viewing was a bonus (Plates 7 
and 8). 

The visit was a great privilege for me, as the Serengeti is very expensive to visit. I 
will go back in October / November 2015 to initiate the trails to see if we can 
alleviate the soil crusting, restore the grass growth and reverse the erosion 
process. Redesigning the roads network is also planned, so that the road network 
is ecologically sensitive, yet going through areas where the important wildlife can 
be seen. 
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Plate 1: Wildebeest on the Serengeti plains 

Plate 2: Thorn trees on the plains 

 

Plate 3: Granite inselbergs 

Plate 4: Escourt soil form - S.A. 
(Solonetz - WRB) 

Plate 6: Soil degradation because of off-road 

driving 

 

Plate 5: Soil and vegetation degradation 

because of Masai cattle overgrazing 

 

      Plates 7 and 8: Giraffe posing for the camera and the king of the jungle 

 

 Contributions  from SAWMA members 
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Controlled breeding of high value species and their survival rate after 
reintroduction in the wild 

 

(Paul Allin, student in wildlife management at the university of Pretoria will be looking in to the effects of captive breeding of 
disease free buffalo, roan and sable on the survival rate after reintroduction in the wild for his Masters thesis.  For that he would 
like the get in touch with as many people as possible to find out if there is an effect.) 
 
Since the Game Theft Act of 1991, a new market has emerged in South Africa for live game to be bought and sold, valued and 
prized. Initially this new market led to an increase in the price and availability of many animals, but from 2004-6 the demand for 
many species levelled off, as did the price. Parallel to this however was an increase in demand for some of the rarer species as 
well as new and exotic breeds. This has become increasingly popular over the last 10 years with exponential increase in prices 
being paid. 
  
The high profits that can be generated from auctioning prized animals have led to the development of a new branch within wildli fe 
ranching. High value game is now being carefully bred, attention paid to specific genetic traits that result in the highest prices. This 
shows similarity to livestock, which are ‘improved’. 
  
At the same time that the market for wildlife has boomed biodiversity is receiving more and more attention. With legislation such 
as the Biodiversity Act of 2004, game reserve owners are challenged to stock the original wildlife, whilst competing with each other 
for tourist to visit. Where 20 years ago many tourists came for the ‘Big Five’ and other photogenic species they are now 
increasingly demanding a greater variety of species. 
  
For my Masters thesis, starting in December, I will be looking into these two trends that are merging currently in South Africa. The 
one is the breeding of high value game the other is reintroduction in order to increase biodiversity in parks. The main research 
question will be: 
 
Does the controlled breeding of high value species affect the survival rates of these animals once introduced into natural 
environments? 
 

The high value species that I intend to research will be the Roan, Sable and disease free Buffalo, all economically very profitable, 
but still ‘natural’ as apposed to certain hybrids currently bred. 
  
What I hope to find out is which factors do and don’t make a difference so that ranchers in future can ensure a better survival rate 
and thereby contributing to the conservation of these species. This thesis will focus on the impact that the very high prices have on 
the future survival rate post (re-) introduction in parks and reserve. The various factors that influence their survival rate, and if the 
breeding in controlled environment negatively affects their survival rate. By limiting this research to three species I will be able to 
explore all the relevant factors in sufficient depth to come to a meaningful conclusion. I shall furthermore explore if and how park 
and reserve owners ensure the genetic diversity so that the species will be preserved for generations to come. 
  
I hope to get in touch with a number of parks that have introduced one or more of these three species. I would also be very 
interested in talking to some of the breeders, auctioneers and transporters of these animals to gain a comprehensive 
understanding of the current situation. If you are willing to help me with my research please email me at allinpaul@gmail.com 
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Otter photographs needed for Gorongosa National Park project 
 

I am currently involved with the restoration of the Gorongosa National Park in central Mozambique. We do have an array of 
trail cameras in the field that generates thousands of photographs. We are currently working with the Howard Hughes 
Medical Institute (HHMI) in the USA to develop a crowdsourcing id solution. This will be very much like Snapshot 
Serengeti. We are putting up examples of the different species as an identification guide to the participants. However, we 
have no photographs so far of otters.  
 
It would be great if somebody would allow us to make use of otter photographs, preferable taken with a trail camera in 
southern Africa. 

All enquiries can be addressed to  
Dr Marc Stalmans 

Diretor do Departamento dos Serviços Cientificos / Director Scientific Services 
Parque Nacional da Gorongosa 

Moçambique 
stalmans@gorongosa.net 

tel (Afrique do Sul): 0027825614598 
tel (Moçambique) : 00258823003418 

 

Projects requiring your input 

mailto:allinpaul@gmail.com
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Relative availability of natural prey versus livestock predicts landscape suitability for cheetahs 
Acinonyx jubatus in Botswana  
 
Hanlie E.K. Winterbach, Christiaan W. Winterbach, Lorraine K. Boast, Rebecca Klein, Michael J. Somers 
 
Abstract: 

Prey availability and human-carnivore conflict are strong determinants that govern the spatial distribution and abundance of 
large carnivore species and determine the suitability of areas for their conservation. For wide-ranging large carnivores such as 
cheetahs (Acinonyx jubatus), additional conservation areas beyond protected area boundaries are crucial to effectively 
conserve them both inside and outside protected areas. Although cheetahs prefer preying on wild prey, they also cause 
conflict with people by predating on especially small livestock. We investigated whether the distribution of cheetahs’ preferred 
prey and small livestock biomass could be used to explore the potential suitability of agricultural areas in Botswana for the 
long-term persistence of its cheetah population. We found it gave a good point of departure for identifying priority areas for 
land management, the threat to connectivity between cheetah populations, and areas where the reduction and mitigation of 
human-cheetah conflict is critical. Our analysis showed the existence of a wide prey base for cheetahs across large parts of 
Botswana’s agricultural areas, which provide additional large areas with high conservation potential. Twenty percent of wild 
prey biomass appears to be the critical point to distinguish between high and low probable levels of human-cheetah conflict. 
We identified focal areas in the agricultural zones where restoring wild prey numbers in concurrence with effective human-
cheetah conflict mitigation efforts are the most immediate conservation strategies needed to maintain Botswana’s still large 
and contiguous cheetah population. 
 
Article available from PeerJ 3:e1033 https://dx.doi.org/10.7717/peerj.1033 
 

Intrinsic and extrinsic factors influencing large African herbivore movements     
 
Jan A. Venter, Herbert H.T. Prins, Alla Mashanov, Willem F. de Boer, Rob Slotow 
 
Abstract 

Understanding environmental as well as anthropogenic factors that influence large herbivore ecological patterns and 
processes should underpin their conservation and management. We assessed the influence of intrinsic, extrinsic 
environmental and extrinsic anthropogenic factors on movement behaviour of eight African large herbivore species. A 
cumulative odds ordinal logistic regression was used to determine the effect of season, feeding niche, number of vegetation 
types, home range size, and fences on the number of exponential distributions observed. When animals faced the trade-off 
between forage quality and quantity during the dry season, they moved further between forage areas and water sources in 
order to get to better forage, which added to the number of movement scales observed. Elephants had a lower number of 
movement scales, compared to all the other feeding types, which could be attributed to them being able to switch between 
browse and graze. The number of movement scales increased in more heterogeneous areas. Animals with larger home 
ranges, which are also larger species, and animals more restricted by fences, had fewer movement scales. In order for 
managers to effectively manage protected areas and associated biodiversity they need take cognisance of the different scales 
animals operate under, and the different factors that may be important for different species. 
 
Article available from Ecological Informatics, Elsevier: http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ecoinf.2015.05.006 
 

Wildlife roadkill patterns on a major highway in northern Tanzania.  
 
Kioko, J., Kiffner, C., Jenkins, N., & Collinson, W. J.  
 
Abstract  
Despite expanding road networks, there is limited understanding of the effects of roads on wildlife in East Africa. We present a 
baseline survey and describe the patterns of roadkill in the Tarangire–Manyara ecosystem of Tanzania. A 75 km stretch of the 
Arusha Highway that passes adjacent to Manyara Ranch and Lake Manyara National Park was studied for 10 consecutive 
days in November 2013 (the rainy season). Wildlife species killed on the road, roadkill frequency and road characteristics 
were determined. A total of 101 roadkill were recorded (0.13 roadkill km−1) comprising 37 species from all terrestrial 
vertebrate groups, of which two species, house cat (Felis catus) and domestic dog (Canis lupus), were domesticated species. 
Birds were the most frequently killed taxon (50%), followed by mammals (30%), reptiles (17%) and amphibians (3%). 
Excluding birds, roadkill primarily consisted of nocturnal species (65%) versus diurnal species (35%). Most roadkill (77.3%) 
were encountered on road stretches adjacent to protected areas of Manyara Ranch and Lake Manyara National Park 
compared with 22.7% on the road stretches adjacent to non-protected areas. These findings highlight that roads are a 
potential threat to wildlife in East Africa and serve as a baseline for future comparisons. 
 
Article available from African Zoology, Vol. 50, Iss. 1, 2015; http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/15627020.2015.1021161 

Some recent publications by SAWMA members 

https://dx.doi.org/10.7717/peerj.1033
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ecoinf.2015.05.006
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Can 3D-printed rhino horns slow down the poaching industry? 
By Shontee Pant, 24 June 2015  

 
A number of different approaches have been taken to attempt to solve the problem of poaching, from military 
protection to emotional pleas. Now Pembient, a biotech company originally based in Seattle, is taking a new 
approach to stop poaching by making 3D-printed horns. The company plans to flood the market with horns a fraction 
of the price of real horns, forcing poachers out.   
 
Read  more at: http://www.csmonitor.com/Science/2015/0624/Can-3D-printed-rhino-horns-slow-down-the-poaching-
industry 

 
Using DNA evidence to pinpoint poaching zones 
Suzanne Palminteri, 30th June 2015  
 
A study published last week in Science showed that most of the ivory being trafficked today comes from two areas in 
Africa: savanna elephant ivory from southeast Tanzania in East Africa and forest elephant ivory from the meeting 
point of Gabon, the Republic of Congo, Cameroon, and Central African Republic. By identifying these major poaching 
hotspots, lead author Dr. Sam Wasser and colleagues hope to guide law enforcement to the most targeted areas and 
thus help stop the poaching 
 
Read more at: http://wildtech.mongabay.com/2015/06/using-dna-evidence-to-pinpoint-poaching-zones/ 
 

Will clarity on Rhinos help save other species? 
Anton Crone - 10 July 2015 
 
Recently I attended a series of seminars on wildlife crime. The information presented at these events was so 
staggering (for my mind at least), and often so sad, that whenever I set about writing on the subject I found myself 
staring blindly at the screen. The reality is that African wildlife on a whole is in dire straits, but our focus on one 
species, rhinos, is distorting our vision. 
 
There are many voices on the subject of legalising trade in rhino horn, but I found hearing these four brought some 
clarity to me. The two first voices are not conservationists, which lends them impartiality. The following two are 
conservationists on opposite sides of the fence. My hope is that their combined analysis will help us come to a 
conclusion that moves us beyond the question of legalising trade so we can focus on a much broader conservation 
picture. 
 
The full article can be read at: http://magazine.africageographic.com/weekly/issue-54/four-voices-on-rhino-trade-
rhino-horn/ 
 

Blood Lions - the Film That Blows the Brutal Lid off the Canned Hunting Industry 
Peter Borchert – 14 July 2015 

 
Premiered on 22 July at the Durban International Film Festival, Blood Lions uncovers the ugly story behind South 
Africa's predator breeding and canned lion hunting industry.  According to the film only 3000 of the 10 000 lions in 
South Africa are ‘truly wild and living in designated conservation areas. The rest live on private farms, mostly in small 
crowded camps where their social structure is destroyed, not to mention their genetic integrity.’ 
 
More on this at http://www.dailymaverick.co.za/article/2015-07-14-blood-lions-the-film-that-blows-the-brutal-lid-off-the-
canned-hunting-industry/#.VbPTVPkc-J8 
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New research reveals that the more people think they know about a topic in general, the more likely they are to 

allege knowledge of completely made-up information and false facts, a phenomenon known as "overclaiming." 

The findings are published in Psychological Science, a journal of the Association for Psychological Science. 

S. Atir, E. Rosenzweig, D. Dunning. When Knowledge Knows No Bounds: Self-Perceived Expertise Predicts Claims of 

Impossible Knowledge. Psychological Science, 2015; DOI: 10.1177/0956797615588195 

 

 

 

http://www.csmonitor.com/Science/2015/0624/Can-3D-printed-rhino-horns-slow-down-the-poaching-industry
http://www.csmonitor.com/Science/2015/0624/Can-3D-printed-rhino-horns-slow-down-the-poaching-industry
http://wildtech.mongabay.com/2015/06/using-dna-evidence-to-pinpoint-poaching-zones/
http://magazine.africageographic.com/weekly/issue-54/four-voices-on-rhino-trade-rhino-horn/
http://magazine.africageographic.com/weekly/issue-54/four-voices-on-rhino-trade-rhino-horn/
http://www.dailymaverick.co.za/article/2015-07-14-blood-lions-the-film-that-blows-the-brutal-lid-off-the-canned-hunting-industry/#.VbPTVPkc-J8
http://www.dailymaverick.co.za/article/2015-07-14-blood-lions-the-film-that-blows-the-brutal-lid-off-the-canned-hunting-industry/#.VbPTVPkc-J8
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Southern African 

Wildlife Management 

Association 
PO Box 217 

Bloubergstrand 7436 
 

PHONE: 
+27 -21-5541297 

 

FAX: 
0866729882 

 

E-MAIL: 
elma@mweb.co.za 
www.sawma.co.za 

 

 
Please note that any view or opinion expressed in this newsletter may not necessarily be 
that of SAWMA or the SAWMA management. 
  
If you would like to share your news with other SAWMA members, please forward it to 
the following email address: elma@mweb.co.za 
 
Warm regards until next time, 
 
Elma Marais 
(Newsletter Editor - SAWMA) 
 

   

Thank you to the Department of Animal Sciences of Stellenbosch University 

for sponsoring the SAWMA laptop 

Discover scientific 
knowledge, and 

make your 
research visible. 

 
Join ResearchGate,  

A social network for 
scientists, hopes to 

speed up the pace of 
research by allowing 
scientists to connect 
directly rather than 

through the proxy of 
academic journals. 

 

Do you care 

about vultures?  

BirdLife is planning a 

major conservation 

programme to help 

save African vultures 

and we need your 

help. Please take two 

minutes to answer six 

simple questions 

about vultures. No 

knowledge needed.  

https://www.surveymo

nkey.com/r/PKX6PN3 

 REQUEST: 
 

Please send the 
links/PDF’s of all your 

recent published 
articles in other 

journals.  
 

We would like to share 
on website and mailing 

groups. 

mailto:elma@mweb.co.za
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/PKX6PN3
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/PKX6PN3

